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Embouchure Builder has been designed as a supplementary study to be used along with any

standard instruction book. The studies herein are excellent for use in the warm-up period prior to

each daily session of practice. The technicality of the fingerings is comparatively simple and the

studies can be used to advantage by a young student with only a few weeks of formal study. This

book contains much valuable material essential to successful performance not found within

standard instructional material.
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The LIP bible. Small wonder it has been in print since the 1940s. I used it as a kid in the '60s, still

have my copy, and prescribe it to all students today. When you can play these exercises,

PROPERLY, according to author Little's instructions, move on to the Chas Colin Lip Flexibilities

books, also in print since the '40s. Special thanks to the seller for lightening quick and secure

delivery.

So far my son has used this during his private lessons. It has a good explanation of what your lips

and tongue are supposed to be doing while you are pushing air through...

A carefully graded set of exercises which definitely help to extend one's upper trumpet range. I still

use some of Arban's work with my tutor; none the less, this author is quite honest in saying that



there are no short cuts to strengthening your embouchure other than carefully structure practice.

I an a budding trumpet player, honestly these exercises are over my level at this time but I am

working on it.

AscThe Brits Would Say . . . "How To Obtain A "Stiff" But Flexible Set of Lips"

Best book for somebody who is Starting to play and who is changing their embouchure. it helps by

starting you off from a beginner level to an advanced level by the end of the book. Great Book

My 14yo daughter actually likes playing the exercises in this book. Sometimes it is hard to get her to

practice her trumpet, but with this book she seems to be enjoying it more. Good purchase and price!

I use this with my young students and those older students who go through an embouchure change.

Simple, helpful, and worth the few bucks it costs. Put in the time and this will help....just remember

to relax and sing when you play, no need blow so freaking hard.
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